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“Social and sustainable procurement is considered by our Council
as a very important and innovative tool to ensure that our public
spending is also contributing to achieving the District’s strategic
planning goals and supporting the environmental and social
sustainability of our community.” 
—Anthony Jeffery, Manager of Procurement
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The District of Squamish is located within
the traditional territories of the Squamish
First Nation at the north end of Howe
Sound, between Vancouver (British
Columbia's largest city) and the Resort
Municipality of Whistler. Squamish is one
of Canada’s fastest-growing communities;
the 2021 census reported a total
population of 23,819 people living in the
region.

The District is a member of the British
Columbia Social Procurement Initiative
(BCSPI) and is committed to developing
and maintaining a social procurement
culture that leverages its purchasing
activities to deliver the best value for
money while also considering social value
and environmental objectives.

The community has a strong culture of
sustainability and environmental
stewardship, and elected officials and
staff saw clear values alignment with the
opportunity to integrate social and
sustainable value considerations into the
District’s purchasing policy.

SOCIAL & SUSTAINABLE
PROCUREMENT POLICY

“Social and sustainable
procurement speaks to
our community values,

the values of our elected
officials, and the values
of the District's staff.”
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A key deliverable for Anthony Jeffery, the
District’s Manager of Procurement, was to
develop social and sustainable language
for the District’s purchasing policy.
Integrating this new language into the
purchasing policy represented an
important first step on the District's
journey towards implementation of social
and sustainable procurement across all of
the organization’s purchasing processes.

Anthony worked collaboratively with staff
across several departments to develop the
new policy wording. The Economic
Development, Planning, Environmental
and Engineering departments were all
involved in the process. The draft policy 
 was then circulated amongst staff to
gather their feedback and suggestions
before being put before the District's
Council for their review and feedback
before providing their approval.

IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS

“Members of Council
understood the
opportunity for

creating additional
value from the

District’s spending and
this meant they were

extremely supportive of
implementing the new

policy. I have never
seen a council so

excited; it was
incredibly

encouraging.”

The new policy language directly linked the social and sustainable principles to the
values of the community and the objectives outlined in the District’s Strategic Plan
and Official Community Plan.

POLICY LANGUAGE TO CONNECT PROCUREMENT
OUTCOMES TO STRATEGIC PLANNING OBJECTIVES

“The purpose of this policy is to deliver best overall value to the District of
Squamish (the District), in its acquisition of goods, services and construction.
This will be done in accordance with the values of our community and Council
as articulated in documents such as the Official Community Plan and
the Strategic Plan.”

“Social Value means supporting Council’s objectives as articulated in its
Strategic Plan and OCP and refers to programs or services delivered by the
District that impact the wellbeing of individuals and the community.”
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POLICY LANGUAGE TO ACHIEVE OUTCOMES

Including detailed language around social and environmental outcomes provided
staff with guidance and encouragement on how to apply the new policy language 
 to create achievable and measurable outcomes.

Ensures that Suppliers are contributing to the advancement of the
community socially, economically, culturally, and environmentally
Values and supports supply chain partners who provide a Living Wage
Works with current and future Suppliers on reducing GHG emissions in the
delivery of goods, services, and construction
Encourages (or requires) the use of materials and products that have less
embodied carbon
Maximizes employment, training, and work-integrated learning opportunities
among local, disadvantaged, equity-deserving or marginalized individuals and
populations

“The District is committed to developing and maintaining a social procurement
culture that leverages our procurement activities to not only deliver best value
but also achieve social value objectives.

This policy directs staff to conduct procurement in a manner that contributes to
the development and diversification of the supply chain in a way that makes
positive contributions to the local economy and the overall vibrancy of the
community, including and not limited to the principles identified below:

POLICY LANGUAGE TO ESTABLISH SOCIAL &
SUSTAINABLE PROCUREMENT PRINCIPLES

“3.1 The following values shall guide procurement decisions towards the delivery
of programs and services approved by Council in the District’s Financial Plan:

3.1.1. Integrity
3.1.2. Best Value
3.1.3. Open, Fair and Transparent procurement processes
31.4. Building equity and Social Value.

3.4 The District will endeavor to increase the use of products and services that
are more responsible to the environment in the way made, used, transported,
stored, and packaged and disposed of. It is recognized that analysis is required
to ensure that the products are made available at competitive prices and the
environmental benefits provided by a product or service should not significantly
affect the intended use of that product or service.”
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Maximizes the diversification and social impact of the supply chain by
including Social Enterprises, First Nations Suppliers, and local small
enterprises
Supports entrepreneurs in creating Social Value and new local employment
opportunities within the District
Values Suppliers providing work experience and employment opportunities to
local youth aged 15-29
Values Suppliers who demonstrate commitment to ethical sourcing and
procurement practices through corporate social procurement policies or
certifications, including but not limited to Fair Trade, Ocean Wise Seafood,
CSA, Forest Stewardship Council, or organic certification
Supports Good Food Values as articulated in the Squamish to Lillooet Good
Food Pledge and Program in the procurement of food for District operational
needs or when leasing District space to operators of food concessions
The District will seek opportunities via its procurement activities to partner
and honour its relationship with the Squamish Nation
Procurements that do not meet Trade Agreement thresholds, the District will
– all things being equal, give preference to social enterprises and or local
small businesses.”

OUTCOMES
The District now includes social and sustainable considerations
within the rated criteria for all its competitive bid processes.
They have prequalified all consulting contractors using a
process where social value represented 30% of the rated criteria
and also intend to implement a similar process for service
contractors.

District staff have taken part in BCSPI training to learn about
social and sustainable procurement concepts and
implementation opportunities to help them to consider how
their buying decisions could support the District’s social and
environmental goals and objectives. The district also intends to
provide broader training to staff who hold corporate purchasing
cards to incorporate social and sustainable considerations into
their credit card purchasing. 

Currently, District staff report quarterly to Council on the
progress of social and sustainable procurement and how
procurement decisions contribute to the District’s overall policy
objectives. Staff estimate that the impact of implementing
social and sustainable procurement will start to be fully realized
within approximately three to five years.



LESSONS LEARNED &
ADVICE TO OTHERS

“At the District we have
approached

implementation of
these new practices

from a perspective of
building out a social

and sustainable
procurement culture.
We want everyone to
be thinking about the

opportunities for
creating additional

value from our existing
spending.”

Work collaboratively across
departments when new policy
language is being developed. This
supports the inclusion of different
perspectives and can help tp increase
organizational buy-in.

Integrate social and sustainable
purchasing into the core purchasing
policy, not as an addendum or
separate policy. This ensures inclusion
of social and environmental outcomes
across all the organization’s
purchasing activities and connects the
policy directly to strategic goals and
objectives. 

Policy development and adoption
creates the framework but training
and clear processes are also needed to
support the implementation of the
policy and creation of a social
procurement culture across the
organization. 

For its corporate purchasing card
program, the District is looking at
directing this smaller, below threshold
spending towards more local suppliers.
For larger capital projects, there are
many ways to integrate social and
sustainable outcomes. For example,
green building, waste disposal,
employment, and training
opportunities. Many suppliers are well
positioned to deliver on social and
sustainable procurement outcomes.
However, it can sometimes be helpful
to frame these objectives against
existing frameworks or examples that
suppliers already understand like
circular economy* objectives.
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Services delivered in partnership by:Supported by:

*The circular economy retains and recovers as much value as possible from resources by reusing, repairing, refurbishing,
remanufacturing, repurposing, or recycling products and materials. Government of Canada definition:

https://www.canada.ca/en/services/environment/conservation/sustainability/circular-economy.html

“Even on the construction side, we were seeing
vendors providing social value outcomes without

us even having to ask for them. Putting these
considerations into policy and procurement

language allows us to align this value with our
strategic goals and objectives.”

“Right-sizing your
social and

sustainable
procurement

objectives based on
the scale of the

project and
availability of

opportunities instead
of taking a one size
fits all approach is

important for
ensuring success.”

It is important to right-size social and
sustainable procurement objectives
depending on each project. Staff look
at the policy, assess the procurement
need and then identify the kind of
social and/or environmental impact
that can be achieved within the
project scope and market availability.
An example might be the ability to
source local material for some aspects
of a construction project.


